We study the extremely neutron-rich nuclei for Z = 17 − 23, 37 − 40 and 60 − 64 regions of the periodic table by using axially deformed relativistic mean field formalism with NL3* parametrization. Based on the analysis of binding energy, two neutron separation energy, quadrupole deformation and root mean square radii, we emphasized the speciality of these considered regions which are recently predicted islands of inversion.
Introduction
The main aim of theoretical models is to explain the available experimental results and predict the properties of the atomic nuclei through out the periodic table. A good description of the properties of known nuclei gives us more confidence in extrapolating to the yet unexplored areas of the nuclear chart. The two-neutron separation energy S 2n systematically derived from the ground state binding energy (BE), reveal a new feature for the existence of islands of inversion in the exotic neutron-rich regions of nuclear landscape. The Shell Model (SM) calculation 1,2,3 is successful in nuclear structure theory. Although the application of this model in various regions explain the data quite well, it fails to reproduce the binding energy for some of the neutron-rich Ne, Na and Mg nuclei 1 . Almost two decades ago Patra et al. 4 performed the relativistic mean field (RMF) calculation with NL1 parameter set and could explain the reason of failure of shell model for these nuclei.
One of their explanation is the large deformation of these nuclei which are not taken in the SM calculation. Recently apart from supporting the presently known islands around 31 N a 5 and 62 T i 6,7 regions, the INM Model 8 predict one more region around Z = 60 of stability. It was suggested that these nuclei of Z = 17 -23, N = 38 -42, Z= 37 -40, N = 70 -74 and Z = 60 -64, N = 110 -116 regions are deformed and form islands of inversion with more binding energy than their neighbouring family of isotopes. This prediction motivate us to study the properties of such nuclei and to investigate the possible reasons of the extra stability. In the present paper, we have done the calculation for these three regions by using the axially deformed RMF model.
Theoretical Framework
The relativistic mean field (RMF) model 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 become famous in recent years and have been applied to finite nuclei and infinite nuclear matter. We have taken the RMF Lagrangian 17 with NL3* parameter set 18 in our study. This force parameter is successful in both β-stable and drip-line nuclei. The Lagrangian contained the term of interaction between meson and nucleon and also self-interaction of isoscalar-scalar sigma meson. The other mesons are isoscalarvector omega and isovector vector rho mesons. The photon field A µ is included to take care of coulombic interaction of protons. A definite set of coupled equations are obtained from the above Lagrangian are solved self-consistently in an axially deformed harmonic oscillator basis. We start with the relativistic Lagrangian density for a nucleon-meson many-body system,
Here sigma meson field is denoted by σ, omega meson field by V µ and rho meson field is denoted by ρ µ . A µ denotes the electromagnetic field, which couples to the protons. ψ are the Dirac spinors for the nucleons, whose third components of isospin is τ 3 and g s , g 2 , g 3 , g ω ,c 3 , g ρ are the coupling constants. The center of mass (c.m.) motion energy correction is estimated by the harmonic oscillator formula E c.m. = 3 4 (41A −1/3 ), where A is the mass number of the nucleus. The total quadrupole deformation parameter β 2 of the nucleus, can be obtained from the relation Q =
, where Q n and Q p are the quadrupole moment for neutron and proton respectively and R is the nuclear radius. The root mean square charge radius(r ch ), proton radius (r p ), neutron radius (r n ) and matter radius (r m ) are given as 19 :
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here all terms have own usual meaning. The total binding energy and other observables are also obtained by using the standard relations, given in 17,19 .
Pairing Correlation
Pairing correlation is playing very crucial role in open shell nuclei. In our calculation we are using the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) pairing for determining the bulk properties like binding energy (BE), quadrupole deformation parameter and nuclear radii. The pairing energy can be given as:
where G is pairing force constant and v 
using △ = G i>0 u i v i . The above equation 7 is known as BCS equation for pairing energy. The occupation number is defined as:
In our calculation we are dealing with the nuclei far away from beta stability line, so the constant gap for proton and neutron used here is valid in considered region. These constant gap equation for proton and neutron is taken from Ref. 23, 24 which is given as:
and △ n = RB s e −sI−tI with R=5.72, s=0.118, t= 8.12, B s =1, and I = (N − Z)/(N + Z).
In our present calculation, we have taken the constant pairing gap for all states | α >=| nljm > near the Fermi surface for the shake of simplicity. As we know, if we go near the very neutron drip line, then coupling to the continuum become important 25, 26 . In this case we should use the Relativistic Hartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) approach which is more accurate formalism for this region. But by using BCS pairing correlation model, it has been shown that the results from relativistic mean field BCS (RMF-BCS) approach is almost similar with the RHB formalism 27,28,29,30,31 .
Choosing the Basis
We divide our calculation between three regions: first region having Z=17 -23, and second region Z= 37-40 and third region Z=60 -64. For checking the proper basis, we calculate the physical observables like binding energy, root mean square (rms) radii and quadrupole deformation parameter(β 2 
Choosing Reference Frame
While comparing our binding energy results with macro-microscopic (MM) approach, some important points needed to be stated. It is a known feature in MM models that the order of accuracy varies from region to region 8 in the N-Z plane. The degree of disagreement is unacceptably large even slightly away from the known On the other hand a microscopic formalism based on nuclear Lagrangian/Hamiltonian predicts physical observables through out the known/unknown territory of the periodic chart equally well. The parameters of these models have been determined by fitting the experimental data of few well known nuclei only. It is to be noted that the prediction of nuclei even in the known region are treated in an equal footing with the unknown region. Therefore, similar predictive power can be expected in the actual unknown region.
Calculations and Results
Relativistic mean field model have given very good result in β stable nuclei of the nuclear landscape. In this work we are analyzing the exotic neutron drip line nuclei by using RMF model with recent well known NL3* 18 parameter set. We obtain matter radii, quadrupole deformation parameter and ground state binding energies of these exotic nuclei of Z = 17-23, 37-40 and Z = 60-64 regions. The calculated results, like binding energy, radii, quadrupole deformation are given in tables (3) (4) (5) and the results are discussed in figures 1-10. In upcoming subsections we have described these results in detail. fig. 1 (a), in Z = 17 − 23 region, we have plotted the binding energy difference △E for Cl isotopes. We get △E 2 is zero means RMF and INM binding energies are nearly same at lower mass region, but if we go further, difference will increase in middle part and at A = 58, 59 again it goes to nearly zero, but diverges at higher mass region. If we compare our result with FRDM, then we got △E 1 nearly zero at lower mass region, but it diverges at higher mass region. In Fig 1(b isotopes. The RMF BE is not consistent with INM at lower mass region but we get △E 2 nearly zero at middle region at A = 54 -60, which again diverges at higher mass region. If we compare our results with FRDM, then we get △E 1 nearly zero at lower mass region at A = 51 -56 then the difference increases at higher mass region at A = 56 -61. In Fig 1(c) , RMF binding energy is very close to INM in lower mass region at A = 52, 54 then △E 2 increases within A = 55 − 60 in the middle region. Further it is very close to INM binding energy. If we compare our results with FRDM, then △E 1 tends to zero at A= 53 then △E 1 increases further. In Fig  1(d) , in case of Ca, RMF binding energy is very close to INM and FRDM binding energy at lower mass region at A = 53, 56. RMF binding energy diverges from both model (INM and FRDM) in the middle part A = 56 -62 and then matches at higher mass region. In Fig 1(e) , in case of Sc, we got △E 1 and △E 2 are zero in lower mass, whereas both diverge in the middle part A = 53 -63 then it further moves to zero. In the Fig 1(f) , △E 1 and △E 2 are following the same trend as Fig  1(e) but it diverges in A = 58 -62, and at higher region RMF BE matches with FRDM and INM predictions. The binding energy difference for Rb isotopes is given in Fig. 2(a) , the △E 1 has a large value at lower mass A = 103 -107, then it tends to zero in higher region but if we compare RMF with INM results, △E 2 increases in lower mass region and go to zero in middle region then diverges at higher mass A = 107 -114 region. In Fig.  2(b) , we plotted the △E 1 and △E 2 for Sr isotopes. We got same trend but RMF results diverges from INM at higher mass region while it closes to FRDM. In lower mass region RMF results are not matching with INM and FRDM results. Energy difference △E for Y nuclei isotopes are given in Fig. 2(c) , again RMF results are not consistent with INM and FRDM results at lower mass A = 105 -108, but at higher mass region it matches with INM and FRDM results. Fig. 2(d) , represent △E 1 and △E 2 for Zr isotopes, from figure it is clear that our RMF results are not matching with INM and FRDM results.
In Fig. 3 , we have given △E (binding energy difference) for region Z = 60 -64 nuclei. For Nd isotopes, RMF binding energy is not consistent with FRDM at A = 166 -180. Later on RMF binding energy is close to FRDM result for few isotopes A = 179 -181 then again diverges at A = 182. When we compare our result with INM binding energy, the binding energy of RMF is very close to it at A = 168 -170 and later on diverges with increase in mass number. In case of Pm nuclei isotopes, which is plotted in Fig. 3(b) , RMF result is not consistent with FRDM for the whole region. If we compare our result with INM region, it is consistent till A = 168 -172 and then diverges. In Sm isotopes, RMF binding energy is not consistent with FRDM in whole region. △E for Sm has followed the same trend as △E of Pm nuclei isotopes i.e. matches at lower mass region and diverge at higher mass region for both FRDM and INM results. In Eu nuclei isotopes, RMF BE does not consistent with FRDM and INM binding energy, in both case △E increases with mass numbers. 
Quadrupole Deformation
Quadrupole deformation parameter (QDP) β 2 is directly connected to the shape of the nucleus. It is very common to say that if we go towards drip-line nuclei, deformation will gradually increase but recently experimental paper of Tshoo 36 explain that 22 O is prolate in shape but 24 O is spherical in structure. Keeping this result in our mind we have calculated the QDP β 2 for recently predicted island of inversion region in nuclear landscape. Because of the unavailability of experimental data of these nuclei, we have compared our calculated QDP β 2 with well stabilized FRDM 34 data. In Fig. 4 , we have plotted the quadrupole deformation parameter β 2 for RMF and FRDM models as a function of mass number for Z = 17 -23 region. In Cl case, QDP β 2 continuously increases with the mass number, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . In lower mass region Cl isotopes are oblate and in higher mass region these are prolate and middle case A = 56 -58, there is continuous shape change from oblate to prolate. If we compare RMF results with FRDM predictions then we get totally different result in FRDM. In FRDM, shape is suddenly changed from oblate to prolate (A = 54 ) and prolate to oblate (A = 57). Most of the Cl isotopes are oblate in FRDM model. There are continuous changes in deformation but there is very small amount of energy difference (1 MeV) between ground state and first excited state. So we can say that other shape is also possible, But here we are taking only the ground state and neglecting the other possibility of shapes. In Ar case, most of the isotopes are oblate in lower mass region A = 52 -57, and some are spherical at A = 59 -60 then in higher region it again changes its shape from oblate to prolate in RMF model. When we compare with FRDM data, RMF is very close to FRDM except middle and high region in Fig. 4(b) . FRDM is completely oblate in shape over the region. In Fig. 4(c) , we have plotted the QDP β 2 for K isotopes. From figure it is very clear that most of the isotopes are spherical in shape. When we compare with FRDM data, it shows the same trend as RMF at A = 54-57 i.e. spherical in shape. In Ca, Sc, Ti case all are spherical in shape over all isotopes. Deformation parameter for Rb isotopes are given in fig. 5(a) . From the figure it is clear that most of the isotopes are spherical shape but in lower mass region A = 103 -105, it is oblate. If we see the QDP β 2 for Rb isotopes in FRDM model, we found that most are in prolate shape in lower mass region A = 103 -110 then shape changes to oblate which is totally different from RMF result. Sr isotopes are given in fig. 5(b) , for Sr isotopes, most of the nuclei are in spherical but in lower mass A = 104 -106 are prolate and at A = 103 shape changes from prolate to oblate. If we see the result of FRDM, most of the Sr isotopes are prolate and in higher region it is spherical. RMF matches to FRDM at A = 104 -106 and in higher region. Again we are getting spherical shape for A = 108 -117 for Y isotopes in fig. 5(c) . RMF matches only at A = 106, 107 and in higher mass A = 114 -116. In Zr isotopes, It is spherical in shape at A = 109-120 except A = 114, 115 as shown in the fig.  5(d) . If we go from A = 107 to 109, then we got a sharp shape change at A = 108 i.e. oblate to prolate and again prolate to spherical. FRDM have prolate shape in lower mass region A = 107 -113 and then changes to oblate in A = 114 -120.
In Fig. 6(a) , for Nd isotopes, at A = 167 -174, both RMF and FRDM are prolate in shape but when we go further RMF change its shape to oblate in A = 175 -179 region while FRDM remains prolate in shape. In higher mass region A = 180 - 182 RMF goes oblate to nearly spherical and FRDM goes from prolate to oblate it means these two model are not consistent in A = 175 -182. Isotopes of Pm are given in fig. 6 (b). Here we get consistent result in RMF and FRDM model at A = 167 -175. Then RMF changes to oblate in higher mass region and again change to nearly spherical while FRDM does not change the shape. In Sm case, both models match to each other in A = 168 -176 then RMF goes to oblate and spherical shape where FRDM does not follow the RMF trend except A = 181, 182. In Eu isotopes as shown in fig.6(d) , both RMF and FRDM show consistency at A = 169-178, later on RMF changes to oblate at A= 179-182. FRDM is matching with RMF at A =181,182 only at higher mass region.
Nuclear Radius
In this subsection we are concentrating on the neutron radius (r n ), proton radius (r p ), charge radius (r ch ) and matter radius (r m ) which are calculated by using RMF(NL3*) formalism. In Fig. 7 , we have plotted the r n , r p , r ch , and r m for Cl, Ar, K, Ca, Sc, Ti and V nuclei. In Z = 17 -23 region, all the radii increase monotonically with mass number. In Fig. 8 , we have plotted the r n , r p , r ch , r m with mass number for Z = 37-40 region. In Rb isotopes, there is a sharp fall in radii till A=106, then radii increase monotonically. In Sr isotopes, the radii follow same trend as Rb isotopes but in this case fall at A=107, then the radii increase monotonically. In Y isotopes, the radii follow a jump at A=106 and remain constant upto A = 107, then decrease at A=108. Later on the radii follow the same trend means the radii increase monotonically with mass number. In Zr isotopes, the radii increase and it follow a jerk at A = 108 then go down at A = 109 and later on increase. In Fig. 9 , we have plotted the radius curve for Z = 60 -64 region, in the case of Nd, Pm isotopes the radii increase monotonically with atomic number. In Sm (Fig. 9c) isotopes, we get a small jerk in A = 176 while in Eu (Fig. 9d ) isotopes this jerk arises at A = 177-178, then increases monotonically saying a change in the deformation of the nuclei.
Two-neutron separation energy
The two-neutron separation energy S 2n (N,Z) = BE(N, Z) -BE(N-2, Z) is shown in Fig. 10 . The S 2n values decrease gradually with increase in neutron number. It is indeed satisfying to note that in the recent years strong evidences both experimental and theoretical have emerged 6,7 supporting the existence of this island of inversion centering around 62 T i. We can predict the stability of these nuclei by S 2n energy. If S 2n is large, it means nuclei will be stable with two-neutron separation. As shown in first part (a) of Fig. 10 , in Z = 17-23 region, we are getting a sharp down curve for all the members of this region at N = 42. So we can say that this may be the neutron magic number in this neutron-dripline nuclei. In S 2n plot for Ti, we are getting a small considerable jerk at N = 44. This shows the extra stability of nuclei. In Sc, S 2n plot follow the same trend as in Ti, but the magnitude is very small. In other cases, i.e. Z = 17, 18, 19, 20 region, there is no any local extra stability. In second part (b), we are getting a sharp down curve at N = 68 for all the members of this region. In Sr, Rb, there is a small jerk at N = 74. In other cases, there is no local stability. In third part (c), for Z = 60 -64 region, there is a sharp fall at N = 112 for all the members of this region. We get local extra stability in Nd, Pm and other nuclei also follow nearly the same trend.
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Discussion and Remarks
Taking RMF as a reference, we evaluate △E 1 and △E 2 . Analyzing fig. 1 , we find both △E 1 and △E 2 similar for all the considered six nuclei, Cl to Ti. The large value of △E 1 and △E 2 at middle of the region shows the speciality of these nuclei, except Cl isotopes [ fig. 1(a) ]. All other isotopes show similar trend with INM and FRDM. From fig. 2 and fig. 3 , △E 1 are almost constant, if one extends the calculation to higher mass number in isotopic chain. On the other hand, calculated △E 2 goes on increasing with A. In this situation, the predictive power of RMF, FRDM and INM are questionable. For example, (1) cases. This prediction not only confine to masses, radii, β 2 but also comes well for other observables. Thus, if we believe all these predictions as success, then the mass formula specially INM needed some modification, specially in the region of Z = 37 -40 and Z = 60 -64 which are considered in the current work.
Summary and Conclusion
In Summary, we have calculated the binding energy, rms charge and matter radii, quadrupole deformation parameter for the neutron drip-line nuclei having Z = 17 -23, 37 -40 and 60 -64 regions using RMF(NL3*) which are recently predicted to be in islands of inversion due to their extra stability compared to the near by isotopes. Since the considered isotopes are experimentally unknown, we compared our results with various mass formula predictions. We found large differences both in binding energy and deformation indicating the special nature of these nuclei. We got some interesting features just like jerk and deep at some places in charge distribution radius which is different from our conventional distribution. In regions Z = 17 -23, N = 42, Z = 37 -40, N = 68, and Z= 60 -64, N = 112 behave as more stable. The true properties of these nuclei can be revealed after the experimental observations.
